ART. 142]
ATTRACTION OF A THIN STRATUM.
71
conical points or other singularities. Let p be the density and t the thickness at any point A of the surface, and let m = pt, so that m is the surface density at the point A. In what follows we shall regard m as finite and t as indefinitely small, so that p is very large.                                                                              ,.
Let P, P' be two points situated on the normal at A, one
inside the surface and the other outside,   ___
both close to the stratum: itip required-'.-'
i     *W*W!wM»»^n»..j5il^JK«.^1;J»^»f;,
tojfindjhe..attractions at P and P.        j!:-
With centre A} and a small geodesic" radius a, describe on the surface a circle whose circumference is DE, and let DN be a perpendicular on the normal at A drawn from any point D. The radius a of this circle is infinitely greater than either AN or the thickness t but infinitely less than either radius of curvature of the surface.
This circle divides the whole attracting stratum into two parts whose attractions at P and P' will be separately considered. Let us first find the attraction of the small portion DAE which we may suppose to lie in the tangent plane at A.
We take the attracted point P for origin and the normal PA for the axis of x, let PA =p.    By Arts. 21, 22, the attraction is
HKKa- .>:'»*•' » '•'•'    '.'••••'' •                •'•'•-
2*P [*- {«3 + (p + «)=}* - {a» +p*f],
the limits being p to p + t. Now ultimately p/a and t/a are zero, while pt = m. We have therefore for the attraction
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The attractions at P, P are therefore each equal to 27rm. They are directed along the normal in opposite directions, and their difference is 4<7rm.
We have supposed the stratum DAE to lie in the tangent plane at A. But the effect of the curvature would he simply to change the attraction 2irni of a plane disc into 2irwi(l-/3//-)t where /3 is a quantity of the order a or p. These additional terms are zero because both a and # are infinitely smaller than r. That this is so may bo made clearer by considering the case in which the surface is spherical. The disc DAK is then bounded by a right cone whose vertex is at the centre and whose

